1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Commonly appreciated neuropsychological complications of epilepsy include anomalies in memory, language, and executive function ([@bb0110]; [@bb0125]; [@bb0210]). Cognitive and psychomotor slowing is a less frequent focus of research as a core complication of epilepsy, but it appears as an abnormality in the cognitive status of adults with chronic epilepsy ([@bb0275]) as well as children with established cryptogenic localization-related ([@bb0240]) and uncomplicated epilepsies ([@bb0070]), as well in children and adults with new onset epilepsies prior to initiation of medications ([@bb0265]; [@bb0280]; [@bb0355]). Furthermore, especially in adults, psychomotor slowing worsens over time and can exceed the rate of change in other cognitive abilities ([@bb0040]; [@bb0170]). Cognitive and psychomotor slowing is a known complication of seizure medications ([@bb0370]; [@bb0120]; [@bb0215]; [@bb0270]), representing an impact that may be added to the intrinsic slowing observed antecedent to medication initiation in pediatric and adult new onset epilepsies ([@bb0265]; [@bb0355]). With epilepsy remission and cessation of treatment with epilepsy medication there can be improvement in psychomotor speed in both children ([@bb0005], [@bb0010]) and adults ([@bb0220]), as well as following successful pediatric epilepsy surgery with reduction in medications ([@bb0310]). However, even with terminal remission of epilepsy a signal of persisting slowing has been reported ([@bb0005]; [@bb0050]).

While there is a long and extensive history of interest in processing speed and its relationship to intelligence and other cognitive abilities ([@bb0260]), the amount of research dedicated to characterizing the underlying neurobiological correlates of cognitive/psychomotor slowing in epilepsy in particular has been modest and varied. [@bb0115] examined mental scanning speed in adults with temporal lobe epilepsy and found performance related to global white matter volume. [@bb0030] reported that increased FA of the left fornix was related to faster processing speed in temporal lobe epilepsy patients without hippocampal sclerosis. [@bb0365] examined the relationship between central information processing speed and rs-fMRI network efficiency and found no relationship between speed and network analysis in 55 patients with localization-related epilepsy. Normal aging in the general population is known to be associated with slowing of psychomotor speed ([@bb0130]; [@bb0335]; [@bb0345]), an effect that has been attributed to age-related disruption of both cerebral white ([@bb0225]) and gray matter (see [@bb0320] for review). Clearly, much remains to be learned regarding the underlying neurobiology of psychomotor slowing as well as its impact on the efficiency of other cognitive processes in patients with epilepsy.

Complicating the situation in epilepsy, as well as general processing speed research in general, is the fact that cognitive and psychomotor speed has been assessed through a diversity of measures including simple and complex reaction time, finger tapping, mental scanning, motor assembly tasks, and other methods ([@bb0165]; [@bb0230]) and the generalizability of findings across these diverse metrics is a persisting concern. At its most basic level, processing speed can be defined as the time required to complete a cognitive task or the amount of work that can be completed in a finite amount of time ([@bb0085]). One commonly used metric of "processing speed", examined in epilepsy as well as across various clinical disorders, is the digit symbol substitution or number symbol substitution test, with applications to examine speeded performance in schizophrenia ([@bb0105]; [@bb0100]; [@bb0205]; [@bb0245]), bipolar disorder ([@bb0250]), multiple sclerosis ([@bb0045]), chronic fatigue ([@bb0095]), and other clinical groups (c.f., [@bb0090], [@bb0100]), as well as normal aging ([@bb0330], [@bb0340]). In a confirmatory factor analysis of an extensive neuropsychological test battery in 233 youth with epilepsy and normally developing controls (age 8--18), we identified a speed-based cognitive factor of which digit symbol was a composite test ([@bb0180]), indicating its direct relevance to epilepsy as well.

The origin of the digit substitution test dates to the early 1900s (for review see [@bb0060]) which were initially thought to represent an assessment of incidental learning. However, careful deconstruction of the task has demonstrated that it is driven in part by speed-dependent processes (graphomotor speed, perceptual speed) with secondary contributions of visual scanning efficiency, learning/memory and executive function ([@bb0195]; [@bb0020]). This easily administered and scored procedure has been included in all versions of the child and adult Wechsler intelligence scales since their inception ([@bb0100]). Overall, the digit symbol substitution test is an appropriate but not pure measure of processing speed, but one that has been used and investigated in diverse clinical disorders including epilepsy as well as normal and abnormal aging as well as diverse clinical groups including epilepsy.

Given that human cognitive processes are dependent on distributed neural networks, we first test the hypothesis that psychomotor slowing will be found to be associated with alterations in brain organization reflected through analysis of large scale structural networks. In addition, as baseline psychomotor slowing in children with new onset epilepsy has been shown to be predictive of behavior problems 3 years later ([@bb0025]), behaviors that have been demonstrated to be associated anomalies in brain structure ([@bb0080]), we hypothesize that those children with cognitive slowing at baseline will exhibit a pattern of altered prospective brain development as well. Hence psychomotor slowing may serve as a marker of potential anomalies in current as well as prospective brain structure, organization, and development. We test these hypotheses regarding morphological networks based on regional brain volumes in children with idiopathic epilepsies with fast and slow psychomotor speed performances tested close in time to their diagnosis of epilepsy and two years later.

2. Methods {#s0010}
==========

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

Study participants included 78 children with idiopathic epilepsies who were recruited from pediatric neurology clinics at three Midwestern medical centers (University of Wisconsin-Madison, Marshfield Clinic, Dean Clinic) and met the following inclusion criteria: (i) diagnosis of epilepsy within the past 12 months; (ii) no other developmental disabilities (e.g. intellectual impairment, autism); (iii) no other neurological disorder, and (iv) normal clinical MRI. All children entered the study with active epilepsy diagnosed by their treating pediatric neurologists and confirmed by medical record review of the research study pediatric neurologist. Each child\'s epilepsy syndrome (Idiopathic Generalized or Localization Related Epilepsy) was defined in a research consensus meeting by the research pediatric neurologist who reviewed all available clinical data (e.g., seizure description and phenomenology, EEG, clinical imaging, neurodevelopmental history) while blinded to all research cognitive, behavioral, and neuroimaging data. All participants completed two waves of MRI and neuropsychological evaluations including baseline and 2-year follow-up assessments. Baseline evaluation was performed within 12 months of epilepsy diagnosis. At baseline, all participants attended regular schools (see [@bb0175] for further details).

2.2. Neuropsychological assessment {#s0020}
----------------------------------

At baseline and 2-year follow-up, all participants were administered a neuropsychological test battery that included assessment of intelligence (Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence \[WASI-4) and psychomotor speed assessed by the digit symbol substitution test (Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children III, Digit Symbol-Coding) ([@bb0380]). The Digit Symbol test was independent of the derivation of the WASI-4 intelligence quotient.

2.3. Psychomotor speed groups {#s0025}
-----------------------------

In order to discern brain morphological differences associated with psychomotor speed performance, the epilepsy participants were separated into fast (*n* = 29) and slow psychomotor speed performers (*n* = 47) based on a median split (median = 8) of baseline age-adjusted WISC-III Digit Symbol performance ([@bb0380]), with those participants falling below the median value considered to be slow-speed performers. The number of participants is not identical in each group as many subjects exhibited the same median scale score and were considered slow-speed performers.

A summary of the demographic and clinical characteristics of the participants is provided in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. The fast and slow processing speed groups both had full scale IQ scores that fell in the average range but with a significant difference in processing speed performance (13th percentile in the slow group and 58th percentile in the fast group). There were no differences between the groups in age, sex, SES, or medication number. The project protocol was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health. Families and children gave written informed consent or assent, respectively, on the day of the study. All but 14 children were treated via monotherapy, 2 children were on 2 medications, 2 children on 3 medications, and 10 on no medications.Table 1Demographic and Neuropsychological Characteristics.Table 1Slow-speed Performers (*n* = 47)Fast-speed Performers (*n* = 29)Age (mean ± SD)11.3 ± 2.911.8 ± 2.6Sex (F/M)20/2714/15Grade (mean ± SD)5.7 ± 3.06.2 ± 2.8SES (mean ± SD)4.5 ± 1.74.0 ± 2.1Epilepsy syndrome (IGE/ILRE)21/2613/16Age of epilepsy onset (mean ± SD)10.9 ± 2.9911.4 ± 2.77Seizures within 12 months of follow-up (0/≤4/\>5/unknown)22/15/0/1012/9/1/7On AEDs at follow-up (y/n/never/unknown)21/12/4/1012/6/4/7WISC-III Coding (mean ± SD)[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}6.8 ± 1.410.5 ± 1.7WASI-2 FSIQ (mean ± SD)97.9 ± 13.1105.3 ± 16.8[^1]

3. MRI acquisition and volumetric calculations {#s0030}
==============================================

MR images were obtained on a 1.5-T GE Signa MRI scanner (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, U.S.A.). T1-weighted images were acquired using a three-dimensional (3D) spoiled gradient recall (SPGR). The imaging parameters were: echo time (TE): 5 ms, repetition time (TR): 24 ms, flip angle: 40°, slices: 124, slice thickness: 1.5 mm, plane: coronal, field of view (FOV): 200 mm, matrix: 256 × 256.

MR Images were processed with the *FreeSurfer* image analysis suite (version 5.1). The T1-weighted MR images were used for cortical reconstruction and volumetric segmentation. The technical details of these procedures include motion correction and averaging, removal of non-brain tissue, automated Talairach transformation, segmentation of the subcortical white matter and deep gray matter volumetric structures (e.g., hippocampus, amygdala, caudate, putamen), intensity normalization, tessellation of the gray matter--white matter boundary, automated topology correction, and surface deformation following intensity gradients to effectively place the boundaries between brain tissue (CSF, WM, and GM) ([@bb0315]; [@bb0350]; [@bb0140], [@bb0145]; [@bb0135]).

All data were processed with the longitudinal stream in *FreeSurfer* ([@bb0285]). This stream is designed to be unbiased with respect to any time point by creating a within-subject template volume (base image). In this way, reliability and statistical power are significantly increased ([@bb0285]). All data were visually inspected for quality assurance.

3.1. Network analysis {#s0035}
---------------------

Investigated were both the regional volume status at baseline (within 12 months of epilepsy onset) and prospectively two years later between epilepsy slow- and fast-speed performers, this done by taking the difference between time points and normalizing it to the baseline evaluation $\frac{\left( {\mathit{FollowUp} - \mathit{Baseline}} \right)}{\mathit{Baseline}}$. Subsequently, a morphometric network based on the correlation coefficient representing the co-variation in volumetric changes across subjects was constructed for each group rendering symmetric weighted adjacency matrices of 87 nodes containing cortical, cerebellar, and subcortical structures. The nodes used can be found in [Supplementary File 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

In order to be able to discern group differences, matrices were proportionally thresholded; a way to ensure that only the strongest (highest weighted) percentage of links form the graph. However, given that graphs may at times fail to fully connect at sparse thresholds (relatively low number of links) we combined the use of proportional thresholding with the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) as its *backbone* (see [@bb0155] for details). In short, the MST is a subgraph of the network that connects all nodes in the graph while using the strongest weights between them without forming cycles or loops. Adding the proportional threshold would then build up on the rest of the connections between nodes. For the remainder of this manuscript, each graph threshold represents a combination of MST and proportional thresholding, indexed by the density level. For example, a density level of 15% would be the MST plus a proportional threshold of 15%. It might also be referenced as a hybrid threshold.

After graph thresholding, we ensured that no graph contained negative links in order to maintain straightforward interpretations. In this study, global metrics were calculated over a range of graph connectivity densities from 5 to 30% in 5% increments, and local measures were calculated at a density level of 15% given that this level was the closest to the average of full graph connectedness in both groups. The Force Atlas algorithm of the open source software Gephi (<http://gephi.github.io>/) was used for the 2D visualization of community structure on each group (attraction strength = 10, repulsion strength = 1000, gravity = 30).

3.2. Graph theory measures {#s0040}
--------------------------

Graph theoretical measures were obtained using the Matlab-based Brain Connectivity Toolbox v.2016 (BCT, <http://www.brain-connectivity-toolbox.net>/) ([@bb0290]). Weighted-undirected adjacency matrices were created to obtain different graph theory metrics. In order to discern statistically significant group differences at the global level, each group matrix was resampled by replacement (i.e. bootstrapped) a total of 500 times. Since results from graph theory measures can occur by chance alone, each graph measure was calculated on 500 random matrices with the same number of nodes and degree distribution as the pertinent graphs. In this way, the null hypothesis could be tested. *P*-values were corrected for multiple comparisons for each of the global and local measures. Graph theory measures were then obtained from each resampled matrix over a range of thresholds and averages were used for evaluations. Global measures (harmonic mean and transitivity), local measures (betweenness centrality and local clustering coefficient), and mesoscale organization measures (modularity calculations) were calculated and are described next:

### 3.2.1. Harmonic mean {#s0045}

Harmonic mean is a measure of integration in a network. It is defined as the inverse of the global efficiency, which is based on the shortest paths or more direct connections between nodes ([@bb0375]). Low harmonic mean reflects higher graph integration reflecting a more efficient network.

### 3.2.2. Transitivity and clustering coefficient (CC) {#s0050}

The CC of a node is a measure that reflects how clustered the neighbors of a node are. A value close to 1 represents a node with highly connected neighbors while a value close to 0 reflects the opposite. The transitivity is an alternative measure of the average CC. It reflects how clustered a network is as a whole, and it is calculated as the ratio of "triangles" (closed connection between three nodes) to "triplets" (connections between three nodes) in the network ([@bb0255]; [@bb0185]). Averaging the CC of all the nodes in the network in order to find the global CC would be biased toward nodes with low degree, which is why transitivity was used instead. Low transitivity values (close to 0) indicate low clustering and values close to 1 indicate a highly clustered network.

### 3.2.3. Modularity index and community structure {#s0055}

The modularity or community structure of a network is the subdivision of a network into segregated communities that contribute to the same processes. Unlike the other measures, modular/community structure is statistically estimated instead of computed exactly ([@bb0055]). Since the number of communities could be variable with different iterations, community structure was calculated 1000 times for each group matrix and the number with the highest likelihood was chosen. The modularity index is a measure of the goodness of the subdivision of the graph into communities; the higher its value, the stronger the modular structures in the graph ([@bb0065]). Modular structure in a network is of great importance because it allows for different processes to take place, therefore representing specialization in the network.

### 3.2.4. Betweenness centrality (BC) and network hubs {#s0060}

BC is a measure of the importance of a node, for the communication between other nodes in a network ([@bb0065]) It is calculated based on the node degree and its closeness, which is just the inverse of the average distance from the other nodes. Nodes with high BC facilitate global integrative processes given that they serve as "highways" to facilitate "traffic" flow of the network ([@bb0325]). The hubs of a network are those nodes with high influence on the network topology. Those can be calculated based on different graph measures. In this study, nodes with high BC (higher than the mean and one standard deviation) were identified as the hubs of the network.

These metrics were computed for each of the adjacency matrices of each group. The identical subjects were represented in baseline and follow-up assessments, thus rendering a clear picture of prospective change over time. As such, the combination of information from these metrics would inform the nature of the development of the cognitive networks of both groups over a two-year period. Statistical testing for the developmental change between slow- and fast-speed performing epilepsy participants was performed, correcting for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni correction. There was a difference in epilepsy syndrome distribution; therefore, the results were adjusted for epilepsy syndrome (IGE, ILRE) and IQ. Given that regional brain volume might be influenced by subject-specific intracranial volume (ICV), the results controlled for this variable as well.

4. Results {#s0065}
==========

4.1. Baseline adjacency matrices {#s0070}
--------------------------------

[Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} shows the adjacency matrices for both groups of children with epilepsy. The slow-speed group exhibited highly correlated cortical and subcortical regions and those regions were weakly correlated between themselves. The fast-speed performers showed an undifferentiated pattern of correlations in which both cortical and subcortical regions seem to be equally correlated within and between each other.Fig. 1Adjacency matrices for the (A) slow-speed performers and (B) fast-speed performers epilepsy groups at baseline evaluation. Regions are in the same order as in the table of the [Supplementary File 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.Adjacency matrices for the (A) slow-speed performers and (B) fast-speed performers epilepsy groups at baseline evaluation. Regions are in the same order as in the table of the Supplementary File 1.Fig. 1

4.2. Baseline modularity and hubs {#s0075}
---------------------------------

[Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} confirms the observations from [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} in which the slow-speed performers present their subcortical structures weakly correlated to the rest of the network and mostly pertaining to only one module. However, in the fast-speed performers the subcortical regions are highly correlated with different modules instead of presenting the segregation observed in the slow-speed group.Fig. 2Modular configuration of baseline morphological brain networks in children with epilepsy with (A) slow-speed, and (B) fast-speed performance. Different colors represent different modules. Bigger nodes represent the hubs of the networks as calculated using betweenness centrality. Node abbreviations can be found in the table from the [Supplementary File 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.Modular configuration of baseline morphological brain networks in children with epilepsy with (A) slow-speed, and (B) fast-speed performance. Different colors represent different modules. Bigger nodes represent the hubs of the networks as calculated using betweenness centrality. Node abbreviations can be found in the table from the Supplementary File 1.Fig. 2

Regarding the network hubs as calculated using BC, the slow-speed performers showed 8 hubs while the fast-speed performers showed 12. In the former, although hubs were highly spread across lobes of the brain, the majority belonged to frontal (*n* = 3) and subcortical (*n* = 2) regions. In the fast-speed performers, the majority of hubs belong to temporal (n = 3) and subcortical (*n* = 4) areas. Therefore, even though the baseline networks of both groups appear highly different from each other, both are presenting subcortical areas as key regions in the configuration of their networks. Nevertheless, only two hubs were similar between groups: the left postcentral gyrus and the right superior temporal gyrus.

4.3. Baseline global measures {#s0080}
-----------------------------

The global measures of the baseline volumetric networks showed higher transitivity and harmonic mean but a lower modularity index in the slow-speed performers compared to fast-speed performers ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, slow-speed performers are presenting a more clustered morphological network, but lower in integration between nodes. The lower modularity index in slow-speed performers confirms the poorer community structure observed in that group ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). The groups were significantly different from each other at each density level.Fig. 3(A) Global clustering, (B) Harmonic mean, and (C) modularity index in pediatric epilepsy patients showing fast- (blue) and slow-speed (red) performances at baseline evaluation. Each value is statistically significant against the null hypothesis for each group. \*Statistically significant between groups after correction for multiple comparisons.Fig. 3

4.4. Prospective adjacency matrices {#s0085}
-----------------------------------

Adjacency matrices for the prospective changes in brain volumes rendered highly different results for both groups ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). The fast-speed performers presented high disassociation (more negative correlations) between cortical and subcortical structures. Regarding the slow-speed performers, the left pericalcarine, left rostral anterior cingulate, left caudal anterior cingulate, and left isthmus cingulate (regions 30--33) seem weakly associated with the rest of cortical regions which is not the case in the right hemisphere; with the exception of the right rostral anterior cingulate (region 65).Fig. 4Adjacency matrices for the (A) slow-speed performers and (B) fast-speed performers epilepsy groups. Regions are in the same order as in the [Supplementary File 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.Adjacency matrices for the (A) slow-speed performers and (B) fast-speed performers epilepsy groups. Regions are in the same order as in the Supplementary File 1.Fig. 4

4.5. Prospective modularity and hubs {#s0090}
------------------------------------

Regarding community structure, both groups presented five modules, however, three of the five modules in the slow-speed performers were composed of \<6 nodes each, while modules in the fast-speed group were more densely constituted. Therefore, modular arrangement of nodes is more evident in the fast-speed performers ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}B) while the slow-speed performers ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}A) have many *peripheral* nodes --nodes that are weakly associated with their own modules. The latter is also showing a peripheral module --one that is not tightly connected with the rest of the network-- consisting of 5 subcortical regions. The fast-speed performers also showed a dense module composed mainly of subcortical regions that are not as disassociated with the rest of the network than the slow-speed group. This indicates a low prospective modular arrangement in slow-speed performers, indicating brain development based on volumetric changes that do not differ much between different brain regions.Fig. 5Modular configuration of prospective morphological brain networks in children with epilepsy with (A) slow-speed and (B) fast-speed performance. Different colors represent different modules. Bigger nodes represent the hubs of the networks as calculated using betweenness centrality. Node abbreviations can be found in the [Supplementary File 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.Modular configuration of prospective morphological brain networks in children with epilepsy with (A) slow-speed and (B) fast-speed performance. Different colors represent different modules. Bigger nodes represent the hubs of the networks as calculated using betweenness centrality. Node abbreviations can be found in the Supplementary File 1.Fig. 5

Hubs of the prospective networks were highly different for each group; however, both groups showed the same number (12 each). The fast-speed performers presented the majority of hubs from frontal and parietal regions while the slow-speed performers showed mostly frontal and temporal areas as hubs. Even though both groups had the left lateral occipital and right superior frontal gyrus as hubs, those were the only pair similar between them. Of note is that the fast-speed performers showed the left cerebellum as a hub, which was not the case in the slow-speed group.

4.6. Prospective Global Measures {#s0095}
--------------------------------

Global measures were acquired over a range of graph densities (5 to 30%) and were compared to the same measures obtained from random matrices in order to test for the null hypothesis at each level and for each group. Regarding global graph clustering or transitivity, slow-speed performers presented significantly higher values than the fast-speed performers; the former also showing higher graph integration than the latter as represented by the inverse of the harmonic mean ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}B). However, slow-speed performers presented significantly lower modularity index than fast-speed performers at each density level, indicating higher organization in the latter regarding their morphological development.Fig. 6(A) Global clustering, (B) Harmonic mean, and (C) modularity index in pediatric epilepsy patients showing fast (blue) and slow (red) speed performances. Each value is statistically significant against the null hypothesis for each group. \*Statistically significant between groups after correction for multiple comparisons.Fig. 6

4.7. Prospective regional measures {#s0100}
----------------------------------

Regional clustering coefficient (CC) was calculated for each of the permuted matrices and averages were used for group comparisons ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}). As can be seen, fast-speed performers (red) showed mostly constant CC values across nodes while there are several regions showing close-to-zero values in slow-speed performers; the latter representing most of the peripheral nodes previously observed in this group ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}A). Hence, even though CC values are on average higher in slow-speed performers than fast-speed performers, a higher number of nodes are presenting very little clustering, therefore lower correlation between neighbors in the slow-speed group.Fig. 7Local clustering coefficient in pediatric epilepsy patient having fast (blue) and slow (red) speed performances. Nodes are in the same order as in the [Supplementary File 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Filled nodes are those showing statistical significance against zero. \*Statistically significant between groups after correction for multiple comparisons. Calculated at a hybrid threshold of 15%.Local clustering coefficient in pediatric epilepsy patient having fast (blue) and slow (red) speed performances. Nodes are in the same order as in the Supplementary File 1. Filled nodes are those showing statistical significance against zero. \*Statistically significant between groups after correction for multiple comparisons. Calculated at a hybrid threshold of 15%.Fig. 7

5. Discussion {#s0105}
=============

We examined the large scale networks associated with performance on a common task of psychomotor speed (digit symbol substitution) through examination of cortical, subcortical and cerebellar volumes. This issue was examined in both a cross-sectional (near the time of diagnosis of epilepsy) as well as prospective fashion (2 years later) in the same cohort of subjects to determine whether children with epilepsy who varied in age-adjusted psychomotor speed performance exhibited different baseline and prospective developmental brain trajectories. The focus of this investigation was children with "uncomplicated" idiopathic epilepsies, attending regular schools, with documented average intelligence the results also adjusted for epilepsy syndrome. Despite their documented average intelligence, the children with epilepsy examined here exhibited variable processing speed and subgroups of children with epilepsy with slow or intact/fast processing speed were identified. The main result of this study is that psychomotor slowing appears to serve as a "behavioral biomarker" that is reflective of anomalies in both cross-sectional and prospective brain development in children with idiopathic epilepsies.

It is widely known that there are subtle morphometric brain differences between normally developing children and youth with idiopathic epilepsies when examining traditional metrics of brain volume, thickness, surface area, and other morphometry measures ([@bb0035]; [@bb0160]; [@bb0360]). However, little is known regarding brain and network differences in epilepsy patients who differ in psychomotor speed performance---a prevalent cognitive abnormality in children and adults with epilepsy identified even prior to the administration of epilepsy medications ([@bb0265]; [@bb0280]; [@bb0355]), and a trait that persists following epilepsy remission ([@bb0005]; [@bb0050]).

In this study, epilepsy participants exhibiting baseline psychomotor slowing presented with lower modularity, lower global efficiency (as indicated by the inverse of the harmonic mean), and higher global clustering than higher speed performers, while also showing a lower number of hubs at/near the onset of epilepsy. The baseline brain morphometry of slow-speed performers also exhibited poorer integration/association between cortical regions and both subcortical structures and the cerebellum. Fast-speed performers, however, presented well-defined communities with a superior level of integration between themselves, with subcortical structures forming their own module, but integrated to the rest of the network as well as with bilateral cerebellum integrated to the rest of the graph instead of separated as in slower-speed performers. Therefore, a major baseline finding is that children with depressed psychomotor speed exhibit volumes of subcortical areas and cerebellum that seem not to be correlating with the rest of cortical regions.

Another interesting finding is the difference in the number of hubs between both groups. Slow-speed performers demonstrated 33% fewer hubs than fast-speed performers which could indicate a network of low inter-correlation between nodes, therefore, without the need of major *highways* to connect them. Furthermore, slow-speed performers exhibited hubs spread mainly across lobes with frontal areas comprising the majority, while fast-speed performers had a majority of hubs belonging to subcortical structures. This again indicates noticeable differences between fast and slow-speed children with epilepsy and the regions that appear to play a key role in the network topology of psychomotor speed. Once again, fast and slow-speed groups showed marked differences regarding not just the general network configuration but also their regional composition.

The prospective implications of slowed baseline processing speed for brain development has never been explored in epilepsy. In an intriguing report, [@bb0025] found baseline psychomotor slowing in children with new onset epilepsy to be predictive of behavior problems 3 years later ([@bb0025]), behaviors that we previously demonstrated were associated with anomalies in brain structure ([@bb0080]). Therefore, we hypothesized that baseline psychomotor slowing would be predictive of atypical brain development.

Prospectively, the slow-speed group displayed the same lower modularity as in the baseline evaluation but higher global efficiency and clustering in their brain development compared to higher speed performers. Specifically, slow-speed performers showed two main modules as a core with three more modules in the periphery of the network; therefore, exhibiting low developmental correlation with the rest of the regions. That was not the case in fast-speed performers where there was evidence of more compartmentalized development with segregated modules that at the same time exhibited integration with the rest of the network. Therefore, regional volume changes seem to be occurring as *one* in slow-speed performers, but occurring in a more modular fashion in fast-speed performers. Regarding network hubs, slow-speed performers showed nodes mainly from frontal and temporal regions while fast-speed performers showed hubs spread more widely among frontal, temporal, parietal, and subcortical areas including the left cerebellum. Therefore, it seems that, developmentally, slow-speed performance at baseline tends to be associated with higher correlation between frontal and temporal regions, while fast-speed performers seem to be presenting a more equitable brain regional development.

Prospectively, we also investigated local CC across every node in the networks of both groups, the results demonstrating that the local story was very different than globally. A high number of nodes in slow-speed performers presented low clustering, indicating low developmental correlation between regions that should be developing together. This was even more evident across subcortical regions.

Overall, psychomotor-speed differences, adjusted for multiple factors (age, IQ, epilepsy syndrome, ICV) appear to be associated with alterations in brain structure in children with epilepsy. It is well-known that AED treatment alters aspects of cognitive ability in children with epilepsy, with psychomotor speed being one of the most affected domains ([@bb0235]). But in this group of children with "uncomplicated" idiopathic epilepsies, the vast majority on monotherapy in both fast and slow speed groups, very few were on polytherapy, several were taking no medications, and a very small number taking high cognitive risk medications (e.g., topiramate) ([@bb0365]), equally represented here in the slow and fast groups, suggesting that the widespread cross-sectional and prospective morphometric differences are not likely attributable to variations in AED treatment.

There may be other factors contributing to the observed morphometric network differences between slow and fast-speed performers, for example, maturation of white matter tracts. Maturation of white matter tracks are associated with increases in information processing speed in children (e.g., [@bb0300]), and pediatric disease and/or treatment- related factors (e.g., radiation) can impair white matter maturation and processing speed ([@bb0305]). As white matter abnormalities are appreciated in the epilepsies represented in this study ([@bb0200]; [@bb0075]; [@bb0385]; [@bb0015]; [@bb0190]), this is a relevant consideration. Other studies have shown that functional imaging evidence of neural efficiency are associated with improved processing speed in both healthy controls ([@bb0295]) and MS patients ([@bb0150]) and this represents a direction for future research.

6. Conclusions {#s0110}
==============

High modularity and well-defined modules appear to be associated with, and advantageous to, faster psychomotor speed performance reflected in the reported cross-sectional and longitudinal assessments of brain volumes in children with new onset epilepsies. The results suggest that there are indeed widespread baseline and prospective alterations in large scale networks between fast and low psychomotor speed children with new onset epilepsies. Interestingly, slower processing speed appears to be a marker of abnormal brain development antecedent to epilepsy onset as well as brain development over the next 2 years following diagnosis.
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[^1]: Significantly different at a *p* \< 0.05. SES: socioeconomic status based on the mother\'s education; FSIQ: Full-scale intelligence coefficient; AED: antiepileptic drug.
